Announcement Lecture 1

CSEE 4991: Computer Networks
2014, Thursday January 23\textsuperscript{th}
Networking classes this term:

* COMS 6998-4 Privacy & Online Social Networks (first time)
* ELEN E6773 Network Economics and Engineering (first time)
* COMS 4180 Network Security
* COMS 6998-2 Cloud and Mobile Security
* COMS 6998-7 Cellular Network/Mobile Computing
* COMS 6998-10 Cloud Computing & Big Data
* CSEE W4140 Networking Lab
* ELEN E6777 Formal Methods of Communication
* ELEN E6951 Wireless and Mobile Networking II
* ...
* Many related groups in projects
Meet the TAs!

* Pooja
* From Chennai
* MS CS in System Track
* Work on
  o opportunistic routing, mobile
  o Graphics
* English, Kannada
* Main TA, office hours 3-3:45pm
* Lots of experience with TA 4119, MSTA Fellows
Meet the TAs!

- Weiqi
- From Beijing
- MS CS in Computer Engineering
- Work on
  - Android voting system, OFDM
  - Database, AI, Raspberry Pi, the Blokus game
- English, Mandarin
- Previously aced 4119 and 4140 (Networking lab)
Meet the TAs!

* Prasad
* From Pune
* MS CS Mach. Learn.
* Work (incl. 10 years in industry)
  o Networking, Cloud
  o Data-center monitoring
  o Large scale ML, Pattern recognition Data center analytics
* Previously TAed CSEE 4119
* English, Hindi, Marathi
Meet the TAs!

* Xiao (Shawn)
* From Shanghai
* MS CS Mach. Learn.
* Work on
  o mobile computing
  o Social media
  o Location privacy
* English, Mandarin
Networks all week long!